. An Analogy of the Molecule P 0 ex as a Person association between P 0 molecules has been shown to (A) P 0 ex protomer as shown in Figure 2A of Shapiro et al. (1996) . mediate the apposition of two neighboring membrane (B) To aid in explaining crystal packing of P0ex in the text, a person layers of myelin (D'Urso et al., 1990) . Transfected cells in the same orientation. BC loop, C"D loop, and the C-terminus of expressing P 0 adhere to each other in suspension by the molecule would correspond to the head, right foot, and left foot of the person, respectively.
homophilic interaction of the extracellular domains of of immunoglobulin variable domains dimerize using the environment is less polar than water, leading to a tighter polar interaction than that found in solution; and the sheet-to-sheet interaction through the back side of the molecule in Figure 1A .
molecules in nature are spatially fixed in the two-dimensional space of membrane, compensating for the enIn contrast to the extensive sheet-to-sheet interaction of typical immunoglobulins, which provides a stable entropic energy lost in any solution measurement of association energy that would have resulted in an underergetic interaction, loops of P 0 ex on the top and bottom of the molecule are responsible for self-associating tetestimation of the association constant. The weak association among subunits is a common theme among cell rameric interaction. Also, the dimeric association between tetramers uses mostly loop-to-loop interactions adhesion molecules (Shapiro et al., 1995b; Jones et al., 1995) . that can result in less rigid interaction. This is reminiscent of the structural similarity and dissimilarity between Third, the size of a tetramer in the crystal (diameter of about 70 Å ) is similar to that of a particle found in a N-cadherin and immunoglobulin, which have a common structural folding property yet probably distinct evolufreeze-fractured electron micrograph of myelin membrane (diameter of about 80 Å ; Gabriel et al., 1986) . tionary origins (Shapiro et al., 1995a) . Self-Association of P0 ex Dimerization of P0 ex What about P0 interactions between membranes? There Perhaps one of the most important questions would be how P 0 molecules contribute to the tight association of are three types of interactions found in the crystal. The first type of interaction is the basis for tetrameric associmyelin layers. The crystal structure reveals an unexpected oligomeric packing among P 0 ex molecules. The ation described above. The second type of interaction involves 2-fold rotational symmetry, primarily through authors present an elegant model of homophilic association of P 0 mediated primarily by homotetramerization the back side of the molecule, creating a dimer. One can imagine the symmetry-related partner molecule as on the basis of the molecular packing of P 0 ex inside the crystal, the known spacing of myelin layers, and a person looking the other way standing upside down right at the back of the first person with their backs analytical ultracentrifugation and thermodynamic energy measurements. In addition, a dimeric interaction touching. The sideview of these two molecules is shown in Figure 4c of Shapiro et al. (1996) . This is the most between the tetramers observed in the crystal is proposed to reflect the juxtaposition of P0 between opposextensive interaction among the three types of interactions. The height of the molecule is about 46 Å ; stacking ing myelin layers. This model is plausible, but naturally challengeable, yet the supporting biophysical data detwo molecules on top of each other in this manner would result in about 46 Å distance from the top of the dimer to scribed below suggest the model is a likely possibility. Tetramerization of P 0 ex the bottom of the dimer. Thus, the exposed hydrophobic residue Trp-28 at the apex of the BC loop faces the Tetrameric packing observed in the crystal involves 4-fold symmetry with relatively little interaction among opposite side of the dimer. This model supports the idea that exposed nonpolar amino acids at the apex of the subunits. If you imagine the molecule in Figure 1A as a person standing and looking at you (Figure 1B) , the molecule, including Trp-28 and Trp-78 as clearly visualized now in the structure, may interact with apposing analogy for the tetramer would be four people forming a circle facing the center of the circle, while each person plasma membrane directly (Wells et al., 1993) . This is also consistent with the membrane spacing measured tilts his body to the left to touch his head to the right leg of the neighboring person. You can readily visualize from x-ray diffraction patterns of myelin (Kirshner et al., 1989) . The third type of interaction also creates a dimer. that the BC loop (the long loop on the top of the molecule in Figure 1A ; the head of a person) would interact with One can imagine a symmetry-related partner molecule as a person standing upside down with his head on top the C"D loop (the right leg) of the neighboring subunit and another loop next to it (EF loop). That is the main of the head of another person with both facing the same direction ( Figure 4d of Shapiro et al., 1996) . In that orieninteraction holding the four subunits together. C-terminal ends of each subunit (left leg) are all pointing to the tation, the two Trp-28 in the BC loop are near each other. This interaction is probably least biologically relevant. bottom of the tetramer, telling us where the associated membrane will lie.
Finally, to visualize the adhesion between myelin layers from opposing membranes, first imagine a group of Several pieces of evidence suggest that tetrameric packing inside the crystal mimics that in nature. First, four people forming a circle with their left feet on the ground (membrane). That is the first interaction stabilizthe protein crystallizes only at a very high protein concentration and at basic pH with a wide range of precipiing the tetramer in the cis-side of the membrane mostly through the BC loop interacting with C"D and EF loops. tating agents, both of which are expected in myelinated membrane layers. These findings imply that the crystalliThis potentially flexible loop-to-loop interaction of about 15 mM dissociation constant may be essential for flexization is driven by the intrinsic properties of the protein rather than the properties of precipitating solutions.
bility within, as well as between, membrane layers. Now imagine another group of four people forming a circle Second, a tetrameric form of P 0 ex is observed in ultracentrifugation sedimentation experiments at different with their feet up in the air, since this group is associated with the membrane of the neighboring layer (see Figures pH and protein concentrations, suggesting an estimated tetramerization dissociation constant in millimolar 8a and 9 of Shapiro et al., 1996) . Two tetramers then associate with a dissociation constant of about 1-5 mM. range. This association appears rather loose, but is likely to be correct for a variety of reasons. An unlimited This is the second type of interaction found in the crystal packing ( Figure 4c of Shapiro et al., 1996) . This interacnumber of P 0 molecules will contribute to the adhesion between two juxtaposing membrane layers; the lipid tion primarily involves six hydrogen bonds and polar interactions between Asp-46 and Ser-49, between Arg-38 and Arg-45, and between His-52 and Arg-45, among others. This is probably the major interaction responsible for holding two adjacent Schwann cell membranes together. Consistent with this notion is that this is the region of the molecule where one of the mutations in CMT patients is found (Ser-49, Nelis et al., 1994) , implying that amino acid substitution in this critical region disrupts the stability of intermembrane interaction, resulting in dysmyelinating diseases. Warner et al. (1996) have identified five novel mutations in the myelin P0 (MPZ) gene in patients suffering genetic neural disorders such as CMT, DSS, and congenital hypomyelination (CH) (see Table 1 of Warner et al., 1996) . The clinical differences among these disorders are all connected to different types of mutations in the MPZ gene, emphasizing the crucial role of P 0 in the function of the PNS. The effects of each mutation result in different clinical phenotypes. The structure of P 0 ex alone cannot offer an obvious explanation for how a certain set of mutations would lead to a complete loss of protein function or a mild disruption of protein structure. The structure of P 0 ex does not immediately permit precise evaluation of energetic consequences caused by mutation(s). However, the structure now clearly provides us with a smaller set of problem areas to focus on.
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